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ACTIVE READING WORKSHEETS

HOMEOSTASIS AND GELL TRANSPORT

Passive Transport

Read the passage below, which covers topics from your textbook. Answer the
questions that follow.

One type of passive transport is called facilitated diffusion. This process is used for

molecules that cannot readily diffirse through cell membranes, even when there is a

concentration gradient across the membrane. Such molecules may not be soluble in

lipids, or they may be too large to pass through the pores in the membrane. In

facilitated diffusion, the movement of these kinds of molecules across the cell

membrane is assisted by specific proteins in the membrane. These proteins are known

as carrier proteins. 
I

In facilitated diffusion, a carrier protein brldt-tq_a specific moleculq it transports'

As soon as the molecule binds to the carrier firoteil, the carrier plgJgi!-ahanggs 2
shape. This altered shape may shiel4 the molecul/from the hydl6phobic_interior of

-fhe-lipid bilayer, once shieldld, the moleCul"ii"Ue trygq{eq agrqs-s !h-e aqU-.- 4
,r.*Lrun.. On the other side of the membrane, the molecule is teleased from thB

1 carrier protq.in, which then returnrlg ,tlotigrnll-tupt'bLc

Read each question and write your answer in the space provided.

SKILL: Sequencing Information

1. Order the statements to show the steps of facilitated diffusion. Write "1" on the line in

front of the statement that describes what happens first. Write "2" on the line in front

of the statement that describes what happens next, and so on'
I

a. @ The molecule is released from the carrier protein.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Z The carrier protein changes shape'

t The molecule is transported across the cell membrane'
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The molecule binds to a carrier protein.

The carrier protein returns to its original shape.

The molecule is shielded from the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer'
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2. In order of occurrence, briefly describe what happens in each of the three main parts

of facilitated diffirsion.

a.

b.

c.

Write your answer in the space provided.

SKILL: Vocabulary Development

3. The term dffision comes from a Latin word meaning "to spread apart." How is the
term dffisifiGut"Ato its Latin word of origin? 

-

a1A'ee-d {** Lri$r'r- +- L-r>"t:
Gircle the letter of the phrase tUat best answers the question.

4. What types of molecules diffuse through the cell membrane by fagilitated diffusion?

a. molecules that are not soluble in lipids

b. molecules that are too large to pass through pores in the membrane

c. molecules that can survive the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer

@o"tn(a) and (b)
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